Integrity Advisors Pension Consultants is a 65 year old family run specialist firm in the industry
of qualified plan design as a tax shelter structural tool for the highly profitable private business
owner community. Due to the last 15 + years of increasing tax legislation in this area, the
incentives and possibilities behind 6, 7, & 8 figure legal qualified deductions are on the table
once again.
Integrity has always lead with tax and a value added consulting approach and not by your
mainstream, one size fits all, academic, prototypical, asset platform conversation. Integrity
prides themselves in being the 1 out of 10 educational conversation as a resource to the high
income tax paying communities, often being the value added foot in the door to the various
other extensions of their practice. (IE: high end pre-tax & after-tax consulting, high & ultra-high
net worth estate planning, qualified & after tax money management, fund & alternative
management, fundamental financial consulting etc.)
Integrity works with the high income tax exposure clientele regardless of the nature, whether it
be a deli, a hedge fund or anything in between. When the family is not sitting with direct
clientele they spend their time in the center of influence markets (IE: business advisors, tax
advisors, CPA's. attorneys, brokers etc.). As a practice they are blessed to be able to serve the
end client with a quality, not quantity relationship. It often grows through their lifetime and
inter-generationally.
Although spending majority of their time in the Tri-State community they work nationwide and
welcome the opportunity to develop new friendships and business relationships. Their
exploitation of the internal revenue code and what can be done for the business owner and
ultra-high net worth communities continue to keep them ahead of the curve and a valuable
resource to their close inner circles.
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